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HOUSING TO ELEMINATE POVERTY & SOCIAL EXCLUSION 

A little change can make a big difference 
 

THE SITE 

The site is the ‘Suchiker Niketon’ a Harijan slum in the Jessore municipality, Bangladesh, a very much 

unhygienic congested slum of the town. Jessore is a disctrict town & a major economic hub for the 

southwestern region of Bangladesh having the biggest land port named Benapole. The Harijan, an 

ethnic group of Bangladesh who are actually cleaner in profession, are the most neglected 

unprivileged & socially excluded community in Bangladesh. They are ‘untouchable’; an extreme 

victim of caste based social discrimination. The Harijan came in Jessore town in 1926 during the 

British colonial era (i.e. Bangladesh was a British colony during 1757-1947). The British government 

forced them to migrate from Allahabad, India to Jessore to meet the need of the town. The British 

town authority gave them this piece of land of .5 acre in the periphery of the town & some money to 

make their own settlement. In that time they were only 12 families containing 41 people. But at 

present there are 47 families with a number of 190 people.  

LIFE AND LIVING OF THE HARIJANS 

Socio-cultural realities: Racially the Harijans are ‘dome’, the appellation `Harijan’ was given by the 

great Mahatma Gandhi to show some gratitude to this kind of socially neglected ethnic group (i.e. 

Harijan> the son Hari, a Hindu god). Socially the Harijans are the extreme victim of caste based 

social discrimination since their advent. Lack of education, social negligence always keeps them 

unprivileged & excluded in the society. They cannot marry outside of their community & are mostly 

isolated & disconnected from the mainstream population. But this social exclusion strengthened their 

community bonding & belongingness. To the outsider it may look chaotic but in reality socially & 

culturally Harijan leads a very rich life of social compromise, mutual support, mutual dependence 

and resourcefulness within their own community. These rich social mannerism shaped their culture & 

lifestyle. This has a great impact in their space use pattern. They never bother about privacy, they 

never close their door. They use their ‘front of the house’ as social meeting & sharing space. The 

most important thing is that they made the settlement by themselves according to their lifestyle & 

cultural need which created a strong sense of belongingness to them. 

Socio-economic condition: Economically they are poor. Social realities compelled them to belong 

to some specific occupation. This limited work opportunity made them poor & are becoming poorer 
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day by day. All of them are cleaner in profession; besides some of them do pig rearing around the 

homestead for alternative income generation. They cannot work in hotels-restaurants or shops. For 

social exclusion it’s very difficult for them to execute freelance business except agro production. No 

one hires them for homestead works except cleaning of septic tanks. The positive thing is both male 

& female contribute to the family income. Their average monthly family income (avg. family 

member: 4 nos) is 5000 BDT (65 USD). The following table shows their income data: 

Source of Income Cleaning Pig rearing Others 

Income/month 4500 BDT 3000 BDT 1000 BDT 

 

Physical Environment: The settlement of the Harijan can be defined as a slum. It is beside the Dhaka-

Khulna highway in the peri-urban area of Jessore, a good location having all amenity services (e.g. 

hospital, markets, educational institutes, transportation stoppages) around. The site’s east & north is 

covered by a residential zone & the south is covered by a truck terminal.  The highway is in the west 

side but a municipality market building buffers the settlement & the highway which makes the 

settlement visually hidden from the road. The settlement is unhygienic in means of bad odour, 

mosquitoes & flies. The housing units are arranged not actually in a regimental pattern rather this 

pattern is spontaneous & flexible which reflects their lifestyle & culture. The circulation cannot be 

defined as road rather it can be defined as space, which they also use for ‘front of the house’ 

activity. The settlement has a one story brick building containing 15 dwelling units and 16 

bamboo/CI sheet houses containing 32 dwelling units. The brick building was built in 1974 with a 

government subsidy after the independence of Bangladesh, since then they got no subsidy from the 

government. Other houses are self-built & roofing material of these houses is CI sheet or clay tiles. 

There are only one tube-well & three toilets for the whole community and two temples for their 

religious rituals. 

PROBLEMS  

1. Lack of sanitary services: The number of toilets is not enough for the whole community. For this 

lacking the males usually pass their urine at the peripheral area of the settlement, which is 

contrary to the hygienic matter. 

2. Unhygienic & Congested: The settlement is unhygienic in means of bad odour, mosquitoes & flies. 

The reason of the bad odour, mosquitoes & flies is the uncovered wet pig food reservoir which 

they made just in front of their dwelling units. The adults have been adapted with the bacteria 
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but the children often get sick.  According to their living standard their room size is enough for a 

single family, but at night some of the family members have to sleep in the semi-outdoor kitchen, 

because about 30-40% of their room space is used for keeping their goods. Moreover they never 

thought about vertical extension, as they think it requires expensive brick structure to extent 

vertically. 

3. Poor natural lighting & ventilation: The natural lighting & ventilation is poor in every housing unit. 

The climatic orientation of the built forms is ok but the main problem is the opening. As opening 

device they used conventional wooden window, which is quite expensive. To make it affordable 

they used only 3ftX4ft window, which is not enough for proper lighting & ventilation.  

MAJOR ISSUES 

1. Physical environment 

2. Social & economical independence  

THE DESIGN SOLUTION 

CONCEPT: 

The concept of the design solution is to make every housing unit ‘a money maker’ with adding 

minimal components respecting the existing physical, social & cultural strength, so that they can 

achieve the economic independence & thus rebel against social exclusion. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATION: 

1.  The flexible space pattern of the settlement as it is the reflection of their lifestyle & culture,  

2. Economical affordability to make any change,  

3. Familiar construction method  

APPROACHES & SOLUTIONS: 

1. Rearrangement in Settlement: The proposed rearrangement does not demolish any built form; it 

just suggests taking the uncovered wet food reservoir from front of the house to back of the 

house & keep it covered. So that the odour will not spread out and mosquitoes & flies will not 

grow. Three Bio-gas plants are also proposed at the peripheral area of the site, which they can 

easily operate with the solid waste of pig. Two toilet & tube well zone are also proposed. The 

proposal also suggest to plant trees around the site area for providing fresh air. 

2. Renovation in Built form: The proposal suggests cutting punch in the partition wall & turning it into 

a revolving window with the cut parts, it’s easy to make, need a very little investment (only to 

buy the metal hinges). But it will certainly solve the problem of lighting & ventilation.  The 
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proposal suggests to make a under ceiling rack, so that they can keep their goods on it, it will 

certainly increase the usable space in the room. The main focus of the proposal is to make every 

house ‘a money maker’, so that it can be a source of income for the Harijans. To achieve this, 

the proposal suggests three things by which they are already habituated. 

1. Pigeon rearing 

2. Roof top ‘ash-gourd’ cultivation & 

3. Back house pig rearing 

The proposal suggests a conventional pigeon-cote in front of every housing unit, hanging from 

the front roof cornish; a pig house on the back of every housing unit; and a ash gourd platform in 

between the housing unit & the pig-house. This ash-gourd platform will make a semi-outdoor 

space which will also serve as a buffer between the housing unit & the pig-house. The ash gourd 

not only will make money but also will keep the roof cool in the hot season and contribute 

oxygen to freshen the air.   

3. Extension: After some years the Harijan may need extension to meet up their housing need. In 

this case the proposal suggests to extent vertically & shows an economically affordable way of 

vertical extension with the conventional low cost bamboo-wood structure. 

THE BUSINESS PLAN 

AFFORDABILITY: 

Construction techniques: The construction technique of the proposed renovated housing unit is that 

the Harijans are known about. It will be low cost bamboo-wood structure & this construction method 

does not require hiring mason from outside. The Harijans can make their home by themselves. It will 

certainly lessen about 40% of construction cost. 

Materials: The materials are suggested as follows: 

Structure: Bamboo-wood structure. Bamboo for post & Wood for rafter & purlin of the roof 

Partition wall: Bamboo bat or CI sheet 

Slab: Wooden plank 

Ladder: Wood or Bamboo  

 

These materials are locally available & low cost. The suggestion also gives the flexibility to use 

materials whatever they can afford. (e.g. they can also use brick & concrete if they can afford) 
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Cost: 

 

PHASING: 

In general sense it seems that an initial investment is needed for full execution of the proposal, but 

the design solution is proposing a phase-wise development scheme which needs only an investment 

of 200 BDT initially! 

Phase 1: First of all they will plant the seed of ash gourd on back of their house and will make a 

platform for that ash gourd so that the plant can climb towards the roof. It will cost 200 BDT. After 

three months this plant will give about 12-15 ash gourd, that’s market price is about 1000 BDT. 

Phase 2: With this 1000 BDT they will make a conventional wooden pigeon-cote which will cost 500 

BDT. With the rest 500 BDT they will buy 10 young pigeon. After two months they can make a profit of 

BDT 1500 by selling that pigeons. And after more four months the profit will be 4500 BDT. 

Phase 3: With this profit of 4500 BDT they will make the pig-house and buy two young pigs. After 6 

months they can make a profit of 14000 BDT.  

Phase 4: With this profit they will reconstruct their housing unit & buy more young pigs for rearing. 

Phase 5: Meanwhile they’ll give a monthly 150 BDT subscription to the community leader, after 15 

months it will be 1,05,750 BDT in total, which is enough to set-up three bio-gas plant & two toilet-tube 

well zone. It means after 15 months the whole design solution can be executed by themselves & it 

does not require any outside subsidy or support.  

CONCLUSION 

If this solution is executed, then it will directly & indirectly contribute to their family income. The 

homestead farming of ash gourd, pigeon & pig will contribute directly, approximately 5000 BDT per 

month. Bio-gas plant will lessen their fuel cost, a good environment will lessen their medical expense, 

and natural lighting & ventilation will lessen their electricity cost. It will be a viable housing alternative 

which develop the physical environment of the settlement & economic condition of the Harijan. The 

economic independence of the Harijan will indirectly eliminate the social exclusion & help them to 

preserve their cultural richness.  

 Extension Renovation 

Option 
Materials 

Cost Materials Cost 
Wall Floor 

01 Bamboo Bamboo + Wood 11000 BDT (142 USD) Bamboo 2000 BDT (26 USD) 

02 CI Sheet Bamboo + Wood 16000 BDT (207 USD) CI Sheet 3000 BDT (39 USD) 
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